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STAGE AND OFF-DESIGN EFFICIENCY ON THE OPERATING 
RANGE OF MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS 
By Melvyn Savage and Willard R. Westphal 
SUMMARY 
An equation is derived which expresses the polytropic efficiency 
necessary to maintain the design axial-velocity ratio across one or 
several blade rows of a compressor as a function of the design efficiency, 
the design static-pressure ratio, and the off-design static-pressure ratio. 
This equation is applied to the two-dimensional general case of a compressor 
rotor and is derived as a function of the stage design parameters. For 
a symmetrical stage, calculations are completed to determine these hypo-
thetical necessary efficiencies at several off-design inlet axial veloci-
ties for a range of design pressure ratios. At high design pressure 
ratios, the reduction in hypothetical efficiency with decreasing inlet 
axial velocity was small enough to permit a possible matching of blade-
row and hypothetical efficiencies. 
The effects of design pressure ratio on axial-velocity change across 
a rotor at mass flows below design were further investigated by assuming 
the off-design blade-row efficiency to be constant. Calculations mdi.-' 
cated that a greater reduction in axial velocity occurred across rotors 
having lower design pressure ratios. Hence, if it is assumed that the 
blade-row efficiency curves for high- and low-pressure-ratio designs are 
somewhat similar, a multistage compressor composed of high-pressure-ratio 
stages, operating with constant rotational speed at mass flows below 
design, will have higher off-design efficiencies and a wider mass-flow 
operating range than one made up of low-pressure-ratio stages. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the field of multistage axial-flow compressors, more information 
is needed on compressor performance. at off-design mass flows. The 
ability to predict off-design performance of a multistage compressor by 
examination of the single-stage or single-blade-row characteristics is
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very desirable. From an analytical point of view, being able to work 
with a single stage or a blade row reduces the complexity of the problem 
considerably. In any testing program, a single blade row or stage is 
easier to test than a multistage compressor. 
Little work has been done on the analytical phase of predicting off-
design performance of axial-flow multistage compressors from single-stage 
or single-blade-row characteristics. Once the effects of the single-stage 
characteristics are better understood, multistage compressors having 
specific off-design characteristics can probably be designed. For some 
applications, multistage axial-flow compressors having high over-all 
efficiency over a wide operating range may be desired. In other appli
-
cations, it may be more desirable for a multistage compressor to have 
steep characteristic curves. 
In reference 1, calculations were carried out to obtain the per-
formance of 6-, 8-, and 13-stage axial-flow compressors, each designed 
for the same mass flow, rotational speed, and over-all pressure ratio. 
These calculations showed that, for a high-pressure-ratio stage having 
a rapid decrease in efficiency with decreasing mass flow, the increase 
in temperatures due to the inefficiency is sufficient to decrease the 
density ratio despite the increased pressure ratio. The axial velocity 
through the compressor thereby increases contrary to the usual phenomena 
observed in designs haying lower pressure ratios per stage. 
If compressors composed of high- or low-pressure-ratio stages are to 
be compared with the intention of determining which compressor has the 
widest mass-flow operating range and highest off-design efficiencies at 
various rotational speeds, the effects of design stage pressure ratio on 
all factors governing the off-design performance. of the multistage com-
pressor must be known. The effects of pressure ratio on the compressor 
peak-efficiency point, boundary-layer growth, surge line, secondary flow 
losses, and blade-row efficiency must be evaluated. Evaluating all these 
effects would present a very complex problem; therefore, it was decided 
to isolate and investigate one phase of the over-all problem. The purpose 
of this investigation was to determine how the operating range and over-
all efficiency of a multistage axial-flow compressor are affected by the 
off-design efficiency characteristics of the blade row and the design 
pressure ratio. The analysis is simplified by assuming that the flow 
through the blade rows is two-dimensional. The flow is assumed to be 
compressible. The efficiency considered throughout the analysis is the 
blade-row efficiency expressed as a polytropic efficiency. 
The technique used in the analysis was to define a hypothetical 
efficiency, which was the efficiency that would be necessary to maintain 
the design axial-velocity ratio across a blade row at various off-design 
mass flows as a function of blade-row design parameters. Since the
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differences between,
 this hypothetical efficiency and the actual blade-row 
efficiency curves determine the variation in axial velocity through the 
compressor at various off-design mass flows, the effects of design pres-
sure ratio on the hypothetical efficiency curve were investigated. 
General analytic expressions for the hypothetical efficiency as a function 
of the rotor design parameters were derived. By examining these expres-
sions, the effects of design pressure ratio and efficiency on both the 
operating rahge and the over-all efficiency were determined. 
No ,
 attempt was made to analyze the stage efficiency to determine 
what part of the stage inefficiency may be attributed to vorticity pro-
duced by the previous stages or to boundary-layer. growth. 
SYMBOLS 
A	 annulus area	 - 
Al 
-	 flow-area ratio across a two-dimensional cascade 
A2 )f 
a	 velocity of sound 
C 	 specific heat of gas at constant pressure 
Cv	 specific heat of gas at constant volume 
N	 Mach number 
n	 polytropic exponent for compression 
p	 static pressure 
R	 gas constant 
t	 static temperature - 
T	 total temperature 
U	 rotational speed of rotor 
V	 velocity of air in stator coordinates 
W	 velocity of air in rotor coordinates
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x	 ratio of off-design static-pressure ratio to design static-
pressure ratio
\(PeIPi)D 
angle between compressor axis and air-inlet velocity in 
rotor coordinates 
Y	 ratio of specific heats (cp/cv) 
6	 angle between compressor axis and air-inlet velocity in 
stator coordinates 
1)	 small-stage or polytropic efficiency 
efficiency necessary to maintain design density. ratio (21) 
D 
and design axial-velocity ratio (Va/Va) across a rotor 
at various off-design mass flows 
8	 turning angle in rotor coordinates 
P	 static density 
Subscripts:	 - 
1	 in front of rotor 
2	 behind rotor 
a	 axial 
D	 design condition; symbols without subscript D are for off-
design conditions 
e	 any exit station 
I	 any inlet station 
r	 rotor' reference frame 
s	 stator reference frame
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Efficiency Necessary to Maintain Design Density

Ratio at Off-Design Mass Flows 
The exit axial velocity of a single stage in an axial-flow com-
pressor is, of course, affected by the polytropic blade-row efficiency. 
If a stage is designed to produce a given pressure ratio with a certain. 
efficiency and axial-velocity ratio(VailVae) , that is, density ratio 
(Pe/Pi)D' efficiencies can be found which will maintain this same design 
axial-velocity or density ratio at various off-design mass flows. The 
increase in static temperature due tothe inefficiency causes a decrease 
in density which counteracts the density increase associated with an 
increase in pressure. 
The flow through a compressor may be represented by an irreversible 
adiabatic process from station i to e which satisfies 	 .Constant. 
This process will herein be called a polytropic process and the pressure-
density relationship is given by the familiar polytropic relation:
(1) 
Pi \Pj 
The polytropic exponent n may be expressed in terms of the polytropic 
efficiency (reference 2);
v-i 
n	
(2) 
- -•	 -i 
When equations (1) and (2) are combined and the desired condition that 
the off-design density ratio be equal to the design density ratio is 
used, the following equation (see appendix A for. derivation) results: 
ry-lfl l\	 . 
•	 IYY1DJ 
Pe/Pi = (\ L_1 y () 
( e / i)D V')D-
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Equation (3) states that, for a given design efficiency and off-
design static-pressure ratio, the efficiency required to maintain the 
design axial-velocity ratio at off-design conditions is a function only 
of the design static-pressure ratio. This necessary or required effi-
ciency is denoted as 71n .Hence, by letting 
= Pe/Pi_______ 
(Pe/Pi). 
equation (3) can be written as follows: 
ry-1 f'l I 
Imn 
x	 Pe) 
I 
D 
I l-----L 1n
()) 
This expression is general in that stations i and e may be across a 
rotor, a stator, a stage, or several stages. 
Figure 1 is a plot of equation (ti ) for Tj = 0.90 and fr a range 
of (p 
2
,/p '
	 values from 1.1 to 1.6. From this figure, the •reduction 
in TI, with increasing x is less rapid for high-pressure-ratio stages 
than for low-pressure-ratio stages. 
If the stage efficiency curve coincided with the curve for
	 of 
figure 1, the off-design axial-velocity ratios of the stages and of the 
whole compressor would be the same as at design. For example, if a multi-
stage compressor designed to maintain constant axial velocity from stage 
to stage were operating with an inlet axial velocity 10 percent below 
design, the exit axial velocity would also be 10 percent below design. 
If the Tn curve is lower than the actual stage efficiency, curve 
(see point A, fig. 2(a)), at mass flows below design and with constant 
rotational speed assumed,
Vae (Va
 
Va.	 Vaj,)D
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For constant axial velocity at design the following stage operates at a 
Va. 
lower axial-velocity ratio
	
1	
and efficiency. Each succeeding stage 
( 
operates at a lower axial-velocity ratio as indicated in figure 2(a) until 
the stall point is reached. This situation is usual in multistage com-
pressors made up of low-pressure-ratio stages and results in a very nar-
row mass-flow range for a given rotational speed. 
If the T1 curve is higher than the actual stage efficiency curve 
(see point A, fig. 2(b)), at mass flows below design and with constant 
rotational speed assumed, 
v fv	 \ 
V a V	 I a1 \
For constant axial velocity at design the following stage operates at a 
Va 
higher axial-velocity ratio
	
1	
and efficiency. Each succeeding stage 
(Vai)D 
operates at a higher axial-velocity ratio and efficiency as indicated 
from A to B in figure 2(b). The lowest axial velocity at Off-design-
flows is in the first stage. Therefore, this condition of r being 
  than off-design stage efficiency tends to give high-efficiency 
off-design operation, a wide mass-flow operating range, and, in general, 
a flat characteristic curve. 
If the r curve is lower than the actual blade-row efficiency 
curve for both high- and low-pressure-ratio stages and the blade-row 
efficiency curves for the two pressui'e ratios are assumed to be'approxi-
mately the same, the difference between the stage efficiency and 
would be less for high-pressure-ratio stages than for low-pressure-ratio 
stages since the curve for	 is closer to horizontal for high pressure 
ratios (fig. 1). If the design axial velocity is constant, then at below-
design mass flows the drop in axial velocity through a multistage com-
pressor made up of low-pressure-ratio stages would be greater than in one 
made up of high-pressure-ratio stages. From available low-speed test 
data, the assumption of the similarity of blade-row efficiencies for high-
and low-pressure-ratio stages appears to be justifiable (reference 3). 
Unpublished data on rotors having high pressure ratios indicate that the 
blade-row efficiency curve for high pressure ratios is flatter than for 
lower pressure ratios, but the difference between these efficiency curves 
is generally not as large as that existing between the
	 curves asso-
ciated with the two design pressure ratios. 
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It might be necessary to steepen the characteristic curve of a 
multistage compressor in matching the compressor and turbine performance 
in a gas turbine engine. The characteristic curve can be steepened by 
increasing the difference between the blade-row efficiency and the 
Curves. 
The preceding paragraphs were concerned with mass flows below design. 
Figure 2 indicates that, for mass flows greater than design, the difference 
between the assumed stage efficiency and 'r) gets large very rapidly. 
For either high or low pressure ratios per stage, when the mass flow is 
greater than design, the succeeding stages operate farther down the stage 
efficiency curve. In these stages, the axial velocities would increase 
so that both lower stage pressure ratios and stage efficiencies would 
result. Consequently, the off-design over-all efficiency would be low. 
It is impossible, therefore, to maintain the design axial-velocity 
ratio for' mass flows greater than design unless the design point is chosen 
on the low-flow side of the stage peak-efficiency point. 
General Expression for
	 across a Rotor as a 
Function of Blade-Row Parameters 
In the application of equation (4) to an actual stage design, x 
Va e
	 i /'1a. must be found as a function of 	 . In obtainihg a functional 
(Va/Vaj) 
relationship between pressure ratios and axial velocities, blade-row
-
parameters such as U,, 0, and 5 must be introduced. In effect, 
therefore, rn must be known as a function of (
2 /1)D' Val' U, 5, 
and 0. 
Figure 1 presents r against x for various design pressure 
ratios. The solid curve in figure 3 is such a curve for a specific 
design pressure ratio. The static-pressure ratio across a rotor is a 
function of Val,  T1 , U, 5, 0, and r. At the various off-designS	 p2 
mass flows, this ratio may be simplified into
	 = f(Va1 011) inasmuch 
p1 
as T1 , U, and 5 are constant for a parbibular design. For 
Va1 equal to 0.9, 0.90, 0.8, and 0.80 of (Val)D since the design 
velocity diagram is known, the corresponding values of 3 may be deter-
mined. For the known value of d0/d3, the values of 0 are determined.
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Then, L2 = f(TI) or x . = f(r)); the dashed curves in figure 3 represent 
p1 
this functional relationship. The intersections indicated by a, b, 
c, and d define the TIn corresponding to each of the off-design inlet 
axial velocities. Curves of rj against Val/(Val)D for various design 
pressure ratios are presented subsequently. 
The derivation of an expression for	
= f(M1r3r),,8) may be found 
in appendix B. In this appendix, the ratios T1 
r, 
/t1 and T2 
r, 
ft2 were 
written as functions of N1 and M2 
r' 
Since T1 = T2 
r 
and with the 
use of the polytropic equation relating t21t1	 r P2 /Ply
 
y-1	 2 /p2 '\flV	 1 
+ 
2 Mir	
() 1—)	 y_i	 2 
2 N2r 
By means of the continuity equation 
-.
 (L
A2)fp2Va2 COS
	
pN2
(6) 
 
P1 Va1 cos( -.) 'P1 Nir Fti 
M2r may be expressed as a function of 	 (A2/A1), and r. 
f Combining this expression or N2r with equation (5) gives
V-1 
( 2^
(a
 flY
	
l+M 2(2	 (7) 
.A2)	 Mlr N	 P1
	
2 ' 1r	 p) 
1
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By. squaring and rearranging equations (6) and (7)
	
2	 Cos 
p 1)
	
2	 r [
	
\ValJ cos2(	 e) = 1 +	 1 N 2 
1 - (v2	
(8) 
By continuity
-	 A	 e 
Al P2 Va2 
2 P1a1 
-Inasmuch as A1 /A2
 remains constant for off-design conditiOns and 
P p \	 .	 Va	 'p2 \ 
- = f(_a,T)}, from equation (9) 'v- = f(—,r); therefore, equation (8) P1	 \P1 /
	
.	 a1	 \P1 / 
has p21p1 as an implicit function of N1 ., r,	 , and e. 
The inlet Mach number N1
 may be expressed as a function of the 
velocity-diagram parameters which are shown in figure ). In appendix B, 
N, is derived as
= Va
l
 2 + ( u
 Val -tan- tan 6)2	
( 1r	 10)
y_1( a1 
2 
From figure 4	 .	 .
2	 - 
- Val 
cos3=	
2	 .	 (U) 2 Va1 + (U - Va tan 6) 	 .
[Va2 
=1+7_i 
2
/n• yr
 ) ("2 
\ 1
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P 
Combining equations (8), (10), and (ii) gives p1= fly 
(Va\2
+ (u - Va tan 6) ]_ a1v ) os2 ( - e) 
yRT1 - 7 - l( Va 
3 V 
s	 2 1\cosö)
(12) 
This equation defines the dashed curves in figure 3. -It is an implicit 
equation in  
	
P2/ 1 and	 since Vai /Va2 is also a function of 
and 11. Equation (12) requires a trial-and-error solution. 
p- /p \	 Va = I v- I , The condition that - - (-)' that is, V	 \ 
a]j is specified 
by combining equations (4) and (12) and results in 
y-1
[Val 2 + (U -Val tan o) _Vai2() cos 2 (p —e) (P2	 1y-1	
1(V11JD	
yRT1 - - cos )
(13)  
This equation is the general expression for r) as a function of the 
independent variables Val, U, 6, 9, and T 1	 The values of r 1	 5	 n 
can be found for the various off-design mass flows once the design con-
ditions (2/
Pl)'	 D' ( Va/Va)	 UD, T1 , and	 are selected.
An algebraically simpler derivation for this equation is presented in 
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appendix C. The derivation employs static-temperature ratio alone, 
whereas the derivation developed in appendix B was made by utilizing the 
continuity equation, Mach numbers, and area ratios. The original deri-
vation was presented because it led to several interesting relationships 
between Mach numbers, flow areas, and off-design pressure ratios. 
Symmetrical Stage at Design Conditions and de = 1 dp 
The general equation presented in the previous section is applied to 
the case of a symmetrical stage. A symmetrical stage is defined herein 
as one in which	 - e =.6 and the axial velocity - is constant. For a

symmetrical stage, the over-all static-pressure ratio is approximately 
the square of the rotor static-pressure ratio. The following assumptions 
are made: 
(i) The stage is symmetrical at design; that is
	
- OD 5 and
fVa\ 
1 _a 1 = 1 
V I \al/D 
(2) = 1; therefore, the off-design velocity diagrams will 
have	 -e=a 
(3) T1 = 
Equation (13) for the rotor static-pressure ratio becomes (see appendix B) 
Y1 (U_2V tan ) 
2 
=1+ 
1JD	
yRT1 -	
cos oJ 
Equation (14) presents Tjn 
=	
and will be 
investigated for various design pressure ratios.
(1)4)
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The following table presents the design conditions for five rotors, 
all of which are symmetrical with constant axial velocity across the 
rotors at design: 
(P2 D
- eD = (Val)D 
1.30 13.8 612.0 0.88 
1.2 18.6 575.0 .83 
1.20 214.0 536.5 .77 
1.15 30.0 497.0 .71 
1.10 36.3 456.0 .6 
1.0 143.1 1413.3 .9
All designs have the ,
 following design parameters in common: 
UD = 879 feet per second, and
	 = 0.90. Each design was investigated 
at Val (Va)	 0.9(Va)	 O. 90( Va) , 0.8(Val)D and O.8O(Va1) 
and the efficiency necessary to maintain the design density ratio, that 
is, axial-velocity ratio, was found for all the off-design conditions. 
Figure 5 is the plot of r1r against Vali(Val)D for the various design 
static-pressure ratios. 
For a high-pressure-ratio stage, the reduction in Tj ' with 
decreasing axial-velocity ratio is more gradual than for a low-pressure-
ratio stage. (See fi g .. 5.) The blade-row efficiency curves obtained 
from rotor tests (reference 14) tend to be in the region of the Tj curves 
for high pressure ratios (pressure ratios of the order of 1.14). Matching 
of rIn with the blade-row efficiency appears to be possible at the 
higher pressure ratios, but almost impossible at low pressure ratios. 
Since at high pressure ratios the
	 curves decrease less rapidly 
with decreasing axial velocity, the actual blade-row efficiency curve may 
be lower than the TIncurve associated with the design pressure ratio. 
Therefore, a multistage compressor with high over-all off-design 
efficiency (see fig. 2(b)) and a wide operating range would result. 
Even if the blade-row efficiency is higher than the
	 curve 
associated with the design pressure ratio, the difference between them 
is less for the higher pressure-ratio designs. The reduction in axial 
velocity on proceeding through the compressor would, of course, be less 
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when the difference betweene row blad	 and	 was less. Therefore,
the later stages of the compressor composed of high-pressure-ratio stages 
would be operating at higher axial velocities, hence, higher stage efficien-
cies, and at pressure ratios closer to design than its low-pressure-ratio 
counterpart. This compressor would have a higher over-all off-design 
efficiency. 
Effect of Design Pressure Ratio on Off-Design Axial-Velocity Ratios

with Constant Rotor Efficiency Assumed 
In the analysis of the effect of design pressure ratio on off-design 
axial-velocity ratios, the following assumptions were made: 
(1) The blade-row efficiency is constant at off-design axial 
velocities and equal to 
(2) The stage is symmetrical at design; that is, D - D = 6 and 
(Val =i. 
t Va 1 
\ 2/D 
(3) L =1; therefore, 3 - e = a at off-design conditions dp 
(4) T1 = (T1) 
With these assumptions, equation (12) becomes 
U2
 - 2 UVa1 tan 6 + Va2sec2b[ (Va221 
(TP2)7"
 
l =i+	
yiIVa1\2 
yRT1 - 2 cos ) 
Since
(l) 
(P2/n\
 1 )	 Pl
	 (16 )
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and
1	
(17)1y-i 
substituting the value of n from equation (17) into equation (16) yields 
()	 =;	
( 18) 
By continuity
Vap1A1 
Val P2 A2
(19)
 
At design, (_) = 1; hence
A1 1p2\ I-) =- (20) 
2 
Combining equations (16), (19), and (20) results in the following 
equation:
Va	 2\	 \D 
Val (
	
p2 
	
)D()	
(21) 
By a trial-and-error solution, the off-design axial-velocity 
ratio Vao/Vai can be found for various off-design inlet axial velocities 
by using equations (is) and (21). Equation ( is) can be solved for 
by choosing a value for Va2/ Va1 . When this value of p 
21pl is used
16
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in equation (21), a new Va2 /Va1 can be found. The process is then repeated 
with this new value of Va 2 /Va1 as the new initial value until the initial 
and calculated axial-velocity ratios are identical. 
Va1 Va2	 Va1 
	
Figure 6 is a plot of	 - 
(Val)D	 (Val)D 
against	 for various design 
pressure ratios with 13D
	
0.00 and UD = 879 feet per second. It shows 
that, when the off-design efficiency is assumed constant, the exit axial 
velocity goes farther from design for low design pressure ratios than 
for high design pressure ratios. For example, at 20 percent below design 
(
L2\	 -
axial velocity when
	
	
1.O,	 = 0.0L12; whereas, for 
	
1)D	 (Val)D 
Va Val - 2(-) = 1.2,	 = 0.018. The decrease in axial velocity across 
\ l/D	 (Va) 
the low-pressure-ratio stage is over twice as great as that across the 
high-pressure-ratio stage. The .2-percent decrease in axial velocity 
calculated for the low-pressure-ratio .stage is significant when it is 
realized that the reduätion in axial velocity through a compressor is 
cumulative from stage to stage. Therefore, here again, for the same 
over-all design pressure ratio, the compressor with the high-pressure-
ratio stages has a wider mass flow operating range since both the decrease 
in axial velocity per stage and the number of stages required are lessin 
the compressor composed of high-pressure-ratio stages. 
CONCLUSIONS 
analysis of the effects of design pressure ratio per stage and 
off-design stage efficiency on the operating range of multistage axial-
flow compressors indicates the following conclusions: 
1. The efficiency Tj necessary to maintain the design density 
ratio across a rotor, a stator
.
, a stage, or several stages may be expressed 
as a function of the design efficiency and the design and off-design 
static-pressure ratios. 
2. Inasmuch as the r) curves for high-pressure-ratio stages (pres-
sure ratios of the order of l.t) lie in the region of typical efficiency 
curves obtained from test data, the stage efficiency and
	 can be
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matched. If-the stage efficiencyrnathes Tn perfectly, the axial-
velocity ratio across each blade row remains constant through the coin-
pressor for various off-design mass-flow conditions. If the stage 
efficiency is below 
Tri' the axial ëlocity increases 'somevhat° through 
the compressor. In either case, the off-design over-all efficiency of 
the compressor is considerably higher ,
 and the operating range wider than 
that of a compressor made up of low-pressure-ratio stages. 
3. Matching of T) with the stage efficiency appears to be aimost 
impossible for low-pressure-ratio stages. The curves ofTn presented 
in this paper for low-pressure-ratio stages are much steeper than curves 
of-present--day blade-row-efficiency.:.test data. Therefore, when a multi-
stage compressor, composed of low-pressure-ratio stages with constant 
axial velocity at design, is operating at mass flows below design, the 
axial velocity decreases rapidly through the compressor. The operating 
range is limited by the later stages' operating far 'from désign 'axial" 
velocity at low efficiencies. 
).. Even if the	 curves 'associated with a low-pressure-ratio 
stage and a high-pressure-ratio stage were both below the stage efficiency 
curve, assuming that the blade-row efficiency curves for the two pressur'e 
ratios were approximately the same, the multistage compressor composed of 
'high-pressure-ratio stages would have higher-over-all off-design efficien- 
cies, a wider mass-flow operating range, and, in general, a flatter charac-
teristic curve than one composed:oflow-p 'ressure_ratio stages. 
. When the off-design stage efficiency is assumed constant, the 
axial velocity across a symmetrical rotor ,dec'eases. more
-pressure 
ratio design than for high-pre 'ssu±é '-.ratjo designs. This result confirms 
the conclusion that the compressor with high-pressure-ratio btages:há';a 
wider operating range since the axial velocities are r'educed']iess rapidly 
than in a compressor composed of low-pressure-ratio stages. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee foiAeronautics 
Langley Field, Va., October.-6,' 1950
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APPENDIX A 
DETERMINATION OF EFFICIENCY NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN SANE DENSITY

RATIO AS DESIGN AT-OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS 
Let the ratio of off-design static-pressure ratio to design static-
pressure ratio be denoted by
Pe/Pi 
= (e/i) 
For constant specific heat, the pressure ratio for the polytropic process 
is
(41) 
n 
I P\	 /'e\ (A2b) = (p—) 
\ i/	 \1/j 
Substituting equations (A2) into equation (Al) and, at the same time, 
mang (
Pi)D 
	 results in 
D.	 ]'
= (P)n-nD	
(A3) 
When equation (A2b) is substituted into equation (A3), 
n-nD 
/ 	 nD  
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By definition
fl=1_l;l	 (Aa) 
nD=	
1	 (Ab) i-2; V1 
Substituting equations (As) into equation (A)4) and denoting the efficiency 
necessary as
	 results in the following equation: 
rv-'(' l\1 
•
un,,
(A6)
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APPENDIX B 
DETERMINATION OF EFFICIENCY NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN DESIGN 
DENSITY RATIO AT OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS AS A FUNCTION 
OF OFF-DESIGN VELOCITY-DIAGRAM PARAMETERS 
Preliminary Steps 
P2Derivation of-an expression for
	 = f(N1	 The, temperature 
	
P1 .	 r 
ratios at the rotor inlet and exit, respectively, are 
T1	 .. 
r	 1'+'y"-	 N1 2	 (Bla) t1	 2'.	 r 
2r1+y_1N2.	 (Blb) 
If equations (Bi) are expressed in terms of rotor coordinates, 
T1 r = T2 r ; therefore,
t
1+N2	
.	 (B2) 
For constant specific heat, the temperature ratio for the polytropic 
process is
n-1 
t2 - (,_) n
	
= (p2V'g 	 V	
'(B3) P1)
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Substituting equation (B3) into equation (B2) yields the following 
equation:
1 
	
Ir)\71Y	 l+	 N 
	
2	
-r 
- 1+ r; l2r2	
(Ba) 
The continuity equation can be written as follows: 
	
(A1 = p2W2 = P2Va2 COS P	 P2 
M2
(B) 
P1Va1 cds( - e)	 p1 ?11 '{t1 
Substituting equations (B3), (A2a); and (Aa) into equation (BS) and 
solving for N2 
r 
results in
l- 
.fp1)
 
2YfA1\ 
M2r = Nlr
/A Substituting equation (B6) into equation (B)4) and solving for (—.1)f 
yields	 -. 
(^A 
2)f
= 
Nlr	 1 ()	
l + V - 1 N 2
 - () '	 (B7) 
Sbstituting equation (B7) into euation (BS) and then squaring results 
in	
l-	 - 
cos2(e) 
= 
Y1 (P2) Pl)1 
: (?)2	 + 
y-1 N1r2 - (P2)1 
(B8)
22
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Substituting equations (A2a) and (Aa) into equation (B8) and rearranging 
yields
(p2D' -	 ____	 ______
(B9)
	
L 
^Va
2,^2 pl	 l+y	
l_ cos2(e)]  
Since	 a = f (L2  Al)
	
p2 
—= f (!2 
	
Va	
by continuity and since
	
, n 
and A1 /A2
 is constant at off-design conditions, equation (B9) is the 
P2 
expression for - = f (Mir ,,3,O). p1 
Derivation of an expression for N
1r 
= f (Val .9U36,1T i ).- In order to 
express N1
 as a function of the velocity-diagram parameters, it can be 
seen from figure L that	
V 
= Val 2 (u - Val tan 6)2	 (Blo) 
The temperature ratio in stator coordinates is 
T
is	 MlS2 (Bil) 
Val \ 
Substituting
 
^cosö	
fo r N1
 in equation (Dli) and solving, for a1 
gives
V al =FRT —Y,
 J./ Val
	
(B12)
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Dividing equation (BlO) by a12
 gives 
2 = Val  + (U - Val tan 6)2 	
(B13) Nlr 	
fVa\2 
	
yRT1 -	
1cOs 6/ 
Application of the Condition that 71 be Equal to rj 
In the application of the condition that 11 be equal tothe 
procedure is as follows: From figure 1 
I]
v2 
cos2	
2	
a1	
(Blh)

Va + (u -. Va tan 6) 
Combining equations (B9), (B13), and (BI4) results in
Va2 
____ [Va12 + (u - Va1 tan o)2] - cos
2 ( -
	 (l) 
p2	
v-i	 _
)
yRT1 - 
1+ 2
	
1(Vai)2 
2 cos 6 
From equations (A6) and (Al)
r1 
p2 p2 
	
=)
	 r)n 
-	 (B16)
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Substituting equation 
Va 
realizing that- 	 = 
Val
(B16) into equation (Bl) and at the same time 
'Va\
results inthe following equation: 
alJD 
r1i 
1D	 - 
	
IV 2 + u - Va tan ô 21 V 2(
	
2 
-1  
	
i	 \	 1	 /	 a1	 cos29). 
2	 iv \2 
yRT D	
a1 
is
	 2 \cosö
(Bly) 
This equation is the general expression for 
'In= f(VaiUb9Tl)
VaA 
Special Case of Equation .(B17) for ( -_
	
=	 1,dp \alJD 
and Symmetrical Stage at Design 
	
For a symmetrical stage, assuming
	 L means that the"off-design dp 
velocity diagrams will also have
-	 (B18) 
	
Combining equations (B17) and: (B18), assuming ( Va) '	 Va2)	 and 
simplifying yields
1 
YTIn
1	
U  
-2Va tan a) 2'	 \	
2 
(p	
=1+	
Val 
iI	
yRT,1 - 2
( 
cos 6
(B19)
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APPENDIX C. 
ALTERNATE DERIVATION OF EQUATION (B17) 
At design conditions
n. 
pl 
()D = ()D
(Cl) 
At off-design conditions
\fl.	 -
(c2). P1 
^Pl) 
• (Vaj^ 
To keep v- = 7VadD a2 • • 
P2 fp2) 
Fl 1)D
(C3) 
'Therefore,
P2 L2
• 
Tl_ p 1)D'
(ct) 
But
• 
•
•
• p
n 
• 	 • 	 •
• 
•• •
0 
0 . : 	 ... .. P1 ;	
0	 •0	 • 
•\IJ	 ............ 0 	 •
(CS) 
• where 0
0 
0 (c6) 
vs.
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Combining equations (Ct), (C), and (06) yields 
•	 r1
D7. 
•	
(LP)
-D
(c) 
Since
2 
t2 t2t 
W2 
Wi 2 
T2rT1rt]2cp 
and from figure Ii
-2 
W2  
cos2(	 e) 
= V.12 + (u Val a1 
Combining equations (C8) to (CII) gives
(c8) 
(09) 
(Clo) 
(cii) 
/	
-	 a 
Val 2 + ( u - V tan	 -	 2 1	 a1,	
cos2(-8) 
tj	 2c t1 (C12)
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Equating (C?) and (C12) results in the following equation: 
r1i
	
v2 
-'	
a2 
P2 L]	 2 + (u Va tan 	
'cs2e) () (	
= 1 
+ 2ct1p-i 
" 'D 
This equation is equivalent to equation (B17) since t Va, 
\2 
is 2Ccoe a) 
2( a2 Va2 2 = Va1	 , and the r used is actually	
.
28	 NACA TN 22)48
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Figure 1.- Efficiency necessary to maintain design axial-velocity ratio at 
various off-design inlet axial, velocities as a function of ratio of off-
design static-pressure ratio to design static-pressure ratio for various 
design static-pressure ratios.. qD= 0.90.
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Va1	 1.00	 . 
(Vaj)D
Va 
(a) Ti < Blade-row efficiency for	 < 1.00. 
(Va)p 
71 
	
7	 .	 . T) blade row 
	
•	
• . CA 
1.00	 . 
aj	 • 
(Vaj)D 
(b) nn > Blade-row efficiency..... 
Figure 2, The The effects of the relative. manitud.es of	 and. Tiblade row

on the exit axial velocity - of a rotor..
11
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Figure -3.- Variation of q
n with x for a specific design static-pressure 
ratio, solid curve.. Functional relationship between x, efficiency, and 
off-design inlet axial velocity, dashed curves. 
-U 
Figure 4. Velocity diagram of stage.
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Figure 7.- Efficiency i 	 as a function of	 for several values of 
(Val)D 
design pressure ratio. D =70.00 and. UD =879 feet per second.
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\PiJD 
1.05 
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1.25 
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Val 
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Figure 6.- Ratio of the change in axial velocity across a. symmetrical rotor 
Val to the design inlet axial velocity as a function of
	 '	 for several 
(VaJ)D 
design pressure ratios. Blade-row efficiency assumed constant and equal 
to 0.90. 13D = 50.00 and UD = 879 feet per second. 
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